Proteinsequencealignmentand
databasescanning
G E O F F R E YJ . B A R T O N

1,, Introduction
In the contextof protein structureprediction,there are two principlereasons
for comparingand aligningprotein sequences:
(a) To obtain an accuratealignment.This may be for protein modellingby
comparisonto proteinsof known three-dimensional
structure.
(b) To scana databasewith a newly determinedprotein sequenceand identify
possiblefunctions for the protein by analogywith well-characterized
proteins.
In this chapter I review the underlying principles and techniquesfor
sequence
comparisonasappliedto proteinsandusedto satisfythesetwo aims.

2, Amino acid scoring schemes

I

All algorithmsto compareprotein sequences
rely on someschemeto score
the equivalencingof eachof the 2L0 possiblepairs of amino acids,(i.e. 190
pairs of different amino acidsplus 20 pairs of identical amino acids).Most
scoringschemesrepresentthe 210pairsof scoresas a 20 x 20 matrix of similaritieswhere identicalamino acidsand thoseof similar character(e.g.I, L)
give higher scorescomparedto thoseof different character(e.g.I, D). Since
the first protein sequenceswere obtained,many different types of scoring
schemehave been devised.The most commonlyused are those basedon
observedsubstitutionand of these,the t976 Dayhoff matrix for 250 PAMS
(1) hasuntil recentlydominated.This and other schemesare discussed
in the
followingsections.

2.1 Identity scoring
This is the simplestscoringscheme:amino acid pairs are classifiedinto two
types;identical and non-identical.Non-identicalpairs are scoredzero and
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identical pairs given a positive score (usuallyone). The scoringschemeis
generallyconsideredless effectivethan schemesthat weight non-identical
pairs,particularlyfor the detectionof weak similarities(2,3).The normalized
sum of identity scoresfor an alignmentis popularly quoted as 'percentage
identity', but althoughthis valuecanbe usefulto indicatethe overallsimilarity
betweentwo sequences,
there are pitfalls associated
with the measure.These
arediscussed
in Section4.I.1.

2,2 Genetic code scoring
Whereasthe identity scoringschemeconsidersall aminoacidtransitionswith
equal weight, genetic code scoring as introduced by Fitch (4) considersthe
minimum number of DNA/RNA basechanges(0, 1, 2, or 3) that would be
requiredto interconvertthe codonsfor the two aminoacids.The schemehas
beenusedboth in the constructionof phylogenetictreesand in the determination of homologybetweenprotein sequences
havingsimilar three-dimensional structures(5). However,today it is rarely the first choicefor scoring
alignmentsof proteinsequences.

2.3 Chemical similarity scoring
The aim with chemicalsimilarity scoringschemesis to give greaterweight to
the alignmentof aminoacidswith similarphysico-chemical
properties.This is
desirablesincemajor changesin aminoacidtype couldreducethe ability of the
protein to performits biologicalrole and hencethe proteinwould be selected
againstduring the courseof evolution. The intuitive schemedevelopedby
Mclachlan (6) classifiedaminoacidson the basisof polar or non-polarcharacter,size,shape,and charge,and gives a scoreof six to interconversions
betweenidenticalrare amino acids(e.g.F, F) reducingto zero for substitutions betweenamino acidsof quite differentcharacter(e.g.F, E).Feng et al.
(3) encodefeaturessimilar to Mclachlan by combininginformation from the
structuralfeaturesof the amino acidsand the redundancyof the geneticcode.

2,4 Observedsubstitutions
Scoring schemesbasedon observedsubstitutionsare derived by analysing
the substitution frequenciesseenin alignmentsof sequences.This is something of a chicken and egg problem, since in order to generatethe alignments,one really needsa scoringschemebut in order to derive the scoring
schemeone needsthe alignments!Early schemesbasedon observedsubstitutionsworked from closelyrelated sequencesthat could easilybe aligned
by eye.More recent schemeshave had the benefit of the earlier substitution
matrices to generate alignmentson which to build. Long experiencewith
scoring schemesbased on observed substitutions suggeststhat they are
superior to simple identity, genetic code, or intuitive physico-chemical
property schemes.
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2,4.1 The Dayhoff mutation data matrix
Possibly the most widely used schemefor scoring amino acid pairs is that
developedby Dayhoff and co-workers(1). The systemaroseout of a general
model for the evolution of proteins.Dayhoff and co-workersexaminedalignments of closelysimilar sequenceswhere the likelihood of a particular mutation (e.g. A-D) being the result of a set of successivemutations (e.g.
A-x-y-D) was low. Sincerelatively few families were considered,the resulting matrix of acceptedpoint mutations included a large number of entries
equal to zero or one. A complete picture of the mutation processincluding
those amino acids which did not changewas determined by calculating the
averageratio of the number of changesa particular amino acid type underwent to the total number of amino acidsof that type presentin the database.
This was combined with the point mutation data to give the mutation probability matrix (M) where each element Mi,1givesthe probability of the amino
acid in column 7 mutating to the amino acid in row i after a particular evolutionary time, for svnsvple after two PAM (percentageof acceptablepoint
mutationsper 108years).
The mutation probability matrix is specific for a particular evolutionary
distance,but may be used to generatematricesfor greater evolutionary distances by multiplying it repeatedly by itself. At the level of 2000 PAM
Schwartzand Dayhoff suggestthat all the information present in the matrix
has degeneratedexcept that the matrix element for Cys-Cys is I0" higher
than would be expected by chance. At the evolutionary distance of. 256
PAMs one amino acid in five remainsunchangedbut the amino acidsvary in
their mutability;48"/" of the tryptophans,41o/oof the cysteines,and20o/oof
the histidineswould be unchanged,but only 7o/oof.serineswould remain.
When used for the comparisonof protein sequences,the mutation probability matrix is usually normalized by dividing each element M,,jby the relative frequency of exposure to mutation of the amino acid i. This operation
resultsin the symmetrical'relatednessodds matrix'with each element giving
the probability of amino acid replacementper occurrenceof i per occurrence
of /. The logarithm of each element is taken to allow probabilities to be
summed over a series of amino acids rather than requiring multiplication.
The resulting matrix is the 'log odds matrix'which is frequently referred to as
'Dayhoff's matrix' and often
usedat a distanceof closeto 256PAM sincethis
lies near to the limit of detection of distant relationships where approximately 80% of the amino acid positionsare observedto have changed(2).
2.4,2 PET9l-an updated Dayhoff matrix
The 1978family of Dayhoff matriceswas derived from a comparativelysmall
set of sequences.Many of the 190possiblesubstitutionswere not observedat
all and so suitable weights were determined indirectly. Recently,Joneset al.
(7) have derived an updated substitution matrix by examining 262l families
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of sequencesin the SWISS-PROTdatabaserelease15.0.The principal differencesbetween the Jones et al. matrix (PET91) and the Dayhoff matrix are
for substitutionsthat were poorly representedin the 1978 study. However,
the overall characterof the matricesis similar. Both reflect substitutionsthat
conserve size and hydrophobicity, which are the principle properties of the
amino acids(8).
2,4.3 BLOSUM-matrix
from ungapped alignments
Dayhoff-like matricesderive their initial substitutionfrequenciesfrom global
alignments of very similar sequences.An alternative approach has been
developed by Henikoff and Henikoff using local multiple alignments of more
distantly related sequences(9). First a databaseof multiple alignmentswithout gaps for short regions of related sequenceswas derived. Within each
alignment in the database,the sequenceswere clusteredinto groups where
the sequencesare similar at some threshold value of percentageidentity.
Substitution frequenciesfor all pairs of amino acids were then calculated
between the groups and this used to calculatea log odds BLOSUM (blocks
substitution matrix) matrix. Different matrices are obtained by varying the
clusteringthreshold.For example,the BLOSUM 80 matrix was derived using
a thresholdof 80% identity.

2.4.4 Matrices derived from tertiary structure alignments
The most reliable protein sequencealignmentsmay be obtained when all the
proteins have had their tertiary structuresexperimentallydetermined. Comparison of three-dimensional structures also allows much more distantly
related proteins to be aligned accurately.Analysis of such alignmentsshould
therefore give the best substitution matrices.Accordingly, Risler et al. (L0)
derived substitution frequenciesfrom 32 proteins structurally aligned in 1L
groups. On similar lines, Overington et al. (11) aligned seven families for
which three or more proteins of known three-dimensionalstructure were
known and derived a series of substitution matrices. Overington et al. also
subdivided the substitution data by the secondarystructure and environment
of eachamino acid, however this led to rather sparsematricesdue to the lack
of examples.Bowie et al. (L2) have also derived substitution tables specific
for different amino acid environments and secondarvstructures.

2.5 Which matrix should I use?
The general consensusis that matrices derived from observed substitution
data (e.g. the Dayhoff or BLOSUM matrices) are superior to identity,
genetic code, or physical property matrices (for example see ref. 3). However, there are Dayhoff matrices of different PAM values and BLOSUM
matricesof different percentageidentity and which of theseshould be used?
Schwartz and Dayhoff (2) recommended a mutation data matrix for the
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distanceof 250 PAMs as a result of a study using a dynamic programming
procedure (13) to compare a variety of proteins known to be distantly
related. The 250 PAM matrix was selectedsincein Monte Carlo studies(see
Section4.1) matricesreflecting this evolutionary distancegave a consistently
higher significancescore than other matrices in the range F750 PAM. The
matrix also gave better scoreswhen compared to Mclachlan's substitution
matrix (6), the genetic code matrix, and identity scoring.Recently, Altschul
(14) has examinedDayhoff-stylemutation data matricesfrom an information
theoretical perspective.For alignments that do not include gaps he concluded, in broad agreementwith Schwarzand Dayhoff, that a matrix of 200
PAMS was most appropriate when the sequencesto be compared were
thought to be related. However, when comparing sequencesthat were not
known in advanceto be related, for examplewhen databasescanning,a I20
PAM matrix was the best compromise.When using a local alignmentmethod
(Section 6.7) Altschul suggeststhat three matrices should ideally be used:
PAM40, PAM120, and PAM250, the lower PAM matrices will tend to find
short alignments of highly similar sequences,while higher PAM matrices will
find longer, weaker local alignments.Similar conclusionswere reached by
Collins and Coulson (15) who advocateusing a compromisePAM100 matrix,
but also suggestthe use of multiple PAM matricesto allow detection of local
similaritiesof all types.
Henikoff and Henikoff (16) have compared the BLOSUM matrices to
PAM, PET, overington, Gonnet (1.7),and multiple PAM matricesby evaluating how effectively the matrices can detect known members of a protein
family from a database when searching with the ungapped local alignment
program BLAST (18). They concludethat overall the BLOSUM 62 matrix is
the most effective. However, all the substitution matrices investigated perform better than BLOSUM 62 for a proportion of the families.This suggests
that no single matrix is the complete answerfor all sequencecomparisons.It
is probably best to complement the BLOSUM 62 matrix with comparisons
using PET91 at 250 PAMS, and Overington structurally-derived matrices. It
seemslikely that as more protein three-dimensionalstructures are determined, substitution tables derived from structure comparison will give the
most reliable data.

3. Comparisonof two sequences
Given a scoringscheme,the next problem is how to comparethe sequences,
decide how similar they are, and generate an alignment. This problem may
be subdivided into alignment methods for two sequences,multiple alignment
methods, and methods that incorporate additional non-sequenceinformation, for example from the tertiary structure of the protein.
The simplest two sequencecomparison methods do not explicitly consider
insertions and deletions (gapr). More sophisticatedmethods make use of
35
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dynamic programming to determine the best alignment including gaps (see
Section3.2).

3.1. sequencecomparisonwithout gaps-fixed length
segments
Given two sequencesA andB of length m andn,, allpossible overlapping segments having a particular length (sometimescalled a 'window length') from.4
are comparedto all segmentsof B. This requiresof the order of m X n comparisonsto be made.For eachpair of segmentsthe amino acid pair scoresare accumulated over the length of the segment.For example,considerthe comparison
of two sevenresidue segments,ALGAWDE and ALATWDE, using identity
scoring.The totalscoreforthispairwouldbe1 + 1 + 0 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 1 : 5.
In early studies of protein sequences,statistical analysisof segmentcomparison scoreswas used to infer homology betweensequences.For example,
Fitch (a) applied the genetic code scoring schemeto the comparisor of oand B-haemoglobinand showed the score distribution to be non-random.
Today, segmentcomparisonmethodsare most commonly usedin association
with a 'dot plot' or 'diagram' (19) and can be a more effectivemethod of finding repeatsthan using dynamicprogramming.
The scoresobtained by comparingall pairs of segmentsfrom A andB may
be representedas a comparisonmatrix R where each element R,.;represents
the scorefor matching an odd length segmentcentred on residue',4,with one
centred on residue 87 This matrix can provide a graphic representationof
the segment comparison data particularly if the scores are contoured at a
seriesof probability levels to illustrate the most significantlysimilar regions.
Collins and Coulson (20) have summarizedthe featuresof the 'dot plot;. The
runs of similarity can be enhancedvisually by placing a dot at all the contributing match points in a window rather than just at the centre.
Mclachlan (6) introduced two further refinementsinto segmentcomparison
methods. The first was the inclusion of weights in the comparisonof two segments in order to improve the definition of the ends of regions of similarity. For
example, the scoresobtained at each position in a five residue segmentcomparisonmight be multipliedby 1, 2,3,2,1 respectivelybeforebeing summed.
The secondrefinement was the developmentof probability distributions which
agreedwell with experimentalcomparisonson random and unrelatedsequences
and which could be usedto estimatethe significanceof an observedcomparison.
3.1.1 Correlation methods
Several experimental, and semi-empirical properties have been derived
associatedwith amino acid types, for example hydrophobicity (ZI), and
propensity to form an ct-helix (22). Correlation methods for the comparison
of protein sequencesexploit the large number of amino acid properties as an
alternativeto comparingthe sequenceson the basisof pair scoringschemes.
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Kubota et al. (23) gathered 32 property scalesfrom the literature and
through application of factor analysisselectedsix properties which for carp
parvalbumin gave good correlation for the comparison of the structurally
similar CE- and EF-hand region Ca2* binding sites and poor correlation in
other regions.They expressedtheir sequencecomparisonsin the form of a comparison matrix similar to that of Mclachlan (6) and demonstratedthat their
method could identify an alignment of cr-lytic protease and Stryptomyces
griseusprotease A which agreeswith that determined from comparison of
the availablecrystalstructures.
Argos (24) determined the most discriminating properties from a set of
55 by calculating correlation coefficients for all pairs of sequenceswithin
30 families of proteins that had been aligned on the basis of their threedimensional structures.The correlation coefficientsfor each property were
then averagedover all the families to leave five representativeproperties.
Unlike Kubota et al. (23), Argos applied the correlation coefficientsfrom the
five properties in addition to a more conventional segment comparison
method using the Dayhoff matrix scoring scheme.He also combined the
result of using more than one segmentlength on a single diagram such that
the most significantscoresfor a particular length alwaysprevail.

3,1.2 Variable length segments
The best local ungappedalignmentsof variable length may be found either
by dynamicprogrammingwith a high gap penalty,or usingheuristic methods.
Since the heuristic methods are primarily used for databasesearchingthey
are describedin Section6.

3.2 Sequencecomparison with gaps
The segment-basedtechniques described in Section 3.1 do not consider
explicitly insertions and deletions.Deletions are often referred to as 'gaps',
while insertions and deletions are collectively referred to as 'indels'. Insertions and deletions are usually neededto align accuratelyeven quite closely
related sequencessuch as the a- and B-globins.The naive approachto finding
the best alignment of two sequencesincluding gapsis to generateall possible
alignments,add up the scoresfor equivalencingeach amino acid pair in each
alignment, then select the highest scoring alignment. However, for two
sequencesof L00residuesthere are more than 107salternative alignments,so
such an approach would be time-consuming and not feasible for longer
sequences.Fortunately, there is a group of algorithms that can calculatethe
best score and alignment in the order of mn steps.These dynamicprogramming algorithms were first developed for protein sequencecomparison by
Needleman and Wunsch (13), though similar methods were independently
devisedduring the late 1960sand early 1970sfor use in the fields of speech
processingand computer science(25).
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3,2.1 Finding the best alignment with dynamic programming
Dynamic programming algorithms may be divided into those that find a
global alignment of the sequencesand those that find local alignments.The
difference between global and local alignment is illustrated in Figure 1.
Global alignment is appropriate for sequencesthat are known to share
similarity over their whole length. Local alignment is appropriate when the
sequencesmay show isolated regions of similarity, for example multiple
domains or repeats. Local alignment is best applied when scanning a
databaseto find similarities or when there is no a priori knowledge that the
protein sequencesare similar.
There are many variations on the theme of dynamic programming applied
to protein comparisons.Here I give a brief account of a basic method for
finding the global best score for aligning two sequences.For a clear and
detailed explanationof dynamicprogrammingseeSankoff and Kruskal (26).

B

A

LocalAlisnment
+
IT-I
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Figure 1. Comparisonof global and local alignment.Global alignmentoptimizesthe
aligr,mentover the full-lengthof the sequencesA and B. Local alignmentlocatesthe
bestalignmentbetweensubregionsof A and B. Theremay be a largenumberof distinct
localalignments.
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Let the two sequences
of lengthm andnbe A - (At, Az, . . . A*), B : (Br,
Br, . . . Bn), and the symbol for a single gap be A. At each aligned position
there are three possibleevents.
w(Ai, B) substitution of,Aiby Bi.
w(Ai, A) deletion of .4;.
w(A, B;) deletion of B;.
The substitution weight w(Ai, B) is derived from the chosen scoring
scheme-perhaps Dayhoff's matrix. Gaps A are normally given a negative
weight often referred to as the 'gap penalty' sinceinsertionsand deletionsare
usuallylesscommon than substitutions.
The maximum scoreM for the alignment of A with B may be represented
as s(Ar..^, 8r...). This may be found by working forward albng each
sequencesuccessivelyfinding the best score for aligning Ar..., with 81...i for
alli, jwhere L < i <m and 1 </ < n.Thevaluesof s(,41...u8r...)
are stored
in a matrix H where eachelementof H is calculatedas follows:

I H,-r.,-,+ wei,nj)

Hi, j : max H,,i-t l wAi,L
7
I

lH,-t,i* wn,Bj )

The elementH^,, containsthe best scorefor the alignmentof the complete
sequences.
If the alignment is required as well as the best score, then the alignment
path may be determined by tracing back through the H matrix. Alternatively
a matrix of pointers is recorded to indicate which of the three possibilities
was the maximum at each value H;,i.
3,2.2 Alternative weighting for gaps
The above scheme showed a simple length-dependentweighting for gaps.
Thus two isolated gaps give the same score as two consecutivegaps. It is
possible to generalize the algorithm to allow gaps of length greater than one
to carry weights other than the simple sum of single gap weights (27). Such
gap weighting can give a more biologically meaningful model of transitions
from one sequenceto another since insertions and deletions of more than
one residue are not uncommon events between homologous protein
sequences.Most computer programs that implement dynamic programming
allow gapsto be weighted with the form v * uk where k is the gap length and
v and u are constantr 2 0, since this can be computed efficiently (2S).

3.3 Identification of local similarities
Although segment-based
comparisonmethods(seeSection3.1)rely on local
comparisons,if insertionsand deletionshave occurred,the match may be
disruptedfor a region of the order of the length of the segment.In order to
circumventthesedifficulties algorithmswhich are modificationsof the basic
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global alignment methods have been developed to locate common subsequencesincluding a considerationof gaps (29-3I). For protein sequences,
the most commonly used local alignment algorithm that allows gaps is that
describedby Smith and Waterman 930). This is essentiallythe same as the
global alignment algorithm describedin Section 3.2."1.,
except that a zero is
addedto the recurrenceequation.
Hi,i:

max

[fi,;,'::+.,rr'l
4-t,ro* wt. st
L

Thus all H i,lmust have a value > 0. The scorefor the best local alignment
is simply the largest value of.H and the correspondingalignment is obtained
by tracing back from this cell.

3.3.1 Finding second and subsequentbest local alignments
The Smith-Waterman algorithm returns the single best local alignment, but
two proteins may share more than one common region. Waterman and
Eggert (32) have shown how all local alignmentsmay be obtained for a pair
of sequenceswith minimal recalculation.Recently,Barton (33) has described
how for a simple length-dependentgap penalty, nearly all locally optimal
alignmentsmay be determinedin the order of mn stepswithout recalculation.

4. Evaluationof alignmentaccuracy
What is a good alignment? The amino acid sequencecodes for the protein
three-dimensionalstructure.Accordingly, when an alignment of two or more
sequencesis made, the implication is that the equivalencedresiduesare performing similar structural roles in the native folded protein. The bestjudge of
alignment accuracyis thus obtained by comparing alignmentsresulting from
sequencecomparison with those derived from protein three-dimensional
structures.There are now many families of proteins for which two or more
members have been determined to atomic resolution by X-ray crystallography or NMR. Accurate alignment of theseproteins by considerationof their
tertiary structures(34-36) provides a set of test alignmentsagainstwhich to
compare sequence-onlyalignment methods. Care must be taken when performing the comparison since within protein families, some regions show
greater similarity than others. For example,the core B-strandsand ct-helices
are normally well conserved,but surface loops vary in structure and alignments in these regionsmay be ambiguous,or if the three-dimensionalstructures are very different in a region, alignment may be meaningless.
Accordingly, evaluation of alignment accuracyis best concentratedon the
core secondarystructuresof the protein and other conservedfeatures (37);
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such regions may automatically be identified by the algorithm of Russell and
Barton (36).

4,1 Predicting overall alignment accuracy
It is important to know in advancewhat the likely accuracyof an alignment
will be. A common method for assessingthe significanceof a global alignment scoreis to comparethe scoreto the distribution of scoresfor alignment
of random sequencesof the samelength and composition.The result (the SD
score) is normally expressedin standard deviation units above the mean of
the distribution.
Comparison of the SD score for alignment to alignment accuracyobtained
by comparisonof the core secondarystructures,suggeststhat for proteins of
100-200 amino acids in length, a score above 15 SD indicates a near ideal
alignment, scores above 5.0 SD a 'good' alignment where > 70"/oof the
residuesin core secondarystructures will be correctly equivalenced,while
alignmentswith scoresbelow 5.09SD should be treated with caution (37,38).
Figure2 showsthe distribution of SD scoresfor 100000optimal alignments
of length > 20 between proteins of unrelated three-dimensionalstructure.
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Figure 2. Distributionof SD scores obtainedfor 100000alignmentsof length > 20
between unrelatedproteins.The SD scores were calculatedfrom 100 randomizations
usinga globalalignmentmethod(13),PAM250matrixwith eight addedto eachelement,
and length-independent
gap penaltyof eight.
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Figure3. A localalignmentfound betweencitratesynthase(Brookhaven
code:2cts)and
transthyritin(2paba).The SD scorefor this alignmentis 7.55,its length is 54 residues,
and the identityis 25.9%.Despitethis apparentlyhigh similarity,the sequencesare of
completelydifferentsecondarystructure.

From Figure 2, the mean SD scoreexpectedfor the comparisonof unrelated
protein sequencesis 3.2 SD with a SD of 0.9. However, the distribution is
skewedwith a tail of high SD scores.In any large collection of alignmentsit
is possible to have a rare, high scoring alignment that actually shares no
structural similarity. For example, Figure 3 illustrates an optimal local alignment between regions of citrate synthaseand transthyritin which gives 7.55
SD though the secondarystructure of these two protein segmentsare completely different.
4.1.1 Predicting quality using percentage identity
Percentageidentity is a frequently quoted statistic for an alignment of two
sequences.However, the expected value of percentageidentity is strongly
dependent upon the length of alignment (39) and this is frequently overlooked. Figure 4 showsthe percentageidentities found for a large number of
locally optimal alignmentsof differing length between proteins known to be
of unrelated three-dimensionalstructure.Clearly, an alignment of length 200
showing 30"/" identity is more significantthan an alignment of length 50 with
the same identity. Applying this to the alignment shown in Figure 3 shows
that although the alignment scoresover 7.0 SD it has a percentageidentity
that one would often seeby chancebetweenunrelatedproteins.

4,2 Predicting the reliable regions of an alignment
Although the overall accuracyof an alignment may be estimated from the
SD score (see Section 4.1) this value does not indicate which regions of the
alignment are correct. Experience suggeststhat the reliable regions of an
alignment are those that do not changewhen small changesare made to the
gap penalty and matrix parameters.An alternativestrategyis to examinethe
suboptimalalignmentsof the sequencesto flnd the regionsthat are sharedby
suboptimal alignmentswithin a scoring interval of the best alignment. For
any two sequences,there are usually many alternative alignmentswith scores
similar to the best. These alignmentsshare common regions and it is these
regions that are deemed to be the most reliable. For example, the simple
alignment of ALLIM with ALLM scoring 2 for identities, 1 for mismatch,
and -1 for a gap gives:
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with a scoreof.Z+ 2 + 2 - 1 + 2 : 7.The suboptimalalignment:
A
A

L

L
L

I
L

M
M

givesa score of.2 + 2 - I + 1 + 2 : 6but sharesthe alignmentof AL and M
with the optimal alignment.Rather than calculateall suboptimal alignments,
Vingron and Argos (40) use an elegant and simple method to identify the
reliable regionsin an alignment by calculatingthe comparisonmatrix tl both
forwards and backwardsand summingthe two matrices.The cells in H;,1that
are equal to the best scorefor the alignment delineatethe optimal alignment
path. Cells within a selectedvalue of the best score are flagged and reliable
regions defined as those for which there is no other cell Hi,1,or H4lwith k + j
and I * i. The results of the analysisare displayedin the form of a dot plot
with larger dots identifying the reliable regions.
Although the details of his calculation differ from Vingron and Argos,
Zuker (41) produces a dot plot that highlights the regions where there are
few alternative local alignments.He also catersfor optimal local alignments
with gaps.Zuker showsthat the alignment of distantly related sequencessuch
as Streptomycesgriseus proteinase A and porcine elastase may be clearly
seento be unstablewith many suboptimalalignmentscloseto the optimal.
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Rather than use the dot plot representation, Saqi and Sternberg (42)
directly determine alternativesuboptimal alignments.They first calculatethe
,FImatrix and best path, then identify the cells that contributed to the best
path, and reduce these by a preset value (usually 10o/oof the typical scoring
matrix value). A new H matrix is calculated and a new best path and
alignment.This processis repeated iteratively to generatea seriesof global
suboptimalalignments.
Investigatingsuboptimalalignmentsby one or more of thesemethodsallows:
(a) The most reliable regions of an alignment to be identified and by inferencethe overall quality of the alignment.
(b) Alternative alignmentscloseto the optimum to be generated.Thesecan be
usefulwhen building three-dimensionalmodelsof proteins by homology.

4,3 Incorporating non-sequenceinformation into
alignment
If the three-dimensionalstructure of one of the proteins to be aligned is
known, then this information may be encodedin the form of a modified gap
penalty (37,,38,43).
The penalty reducesthe likelihood of insertions/deletions
occurring in known secondarystructure regions,or converselyincreasesthe
likelihood of placing gapsin known loop regions.This approachincreasesthe
usual accuracyof alignmentand has the additional bonus of reducingthe sensitivity of the alignmentsto changesin gap penalty (37).
A stricter constraint on the alignment is possible if specificresiduesare
known to be equivalent in the two proteins. The weight for aligning these
specificresiduesmay be increasedto force them to align. However, if this
type of treatment is really necessary,then it is likely that the alignment.will
have a low significancescoreand must be treated with caution.

5. Multiple sequencealignment
So far I have only consideredmethods to align two sequences.However,
when the sequencedata is available, a multiple alignment is always preferable to pairwise alignment.
Techniquesfor the alignment of three or more sequencesmay be divided
into four categories:
o extensionsof pairwise dynamic programming algorithms
o hierarchicalextensionsof pairwisemethods
o segmentmethods
o consensusor'regions' methods
Of these,the secondis by far the most practical and widely-usedmethod.
Consensusmethods are not greatly used for protein sequencealignment and
so are not discussedfurther.
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5.1 Extension of dynamic programming to more than two
sequences
Needleman and Wunsch (13) suggestedthat their dynamic programming
algorithmcould be extendedto the comparisonof many sequences.
Waterman
et al. (27) also describedhow dynamic programming could be used to align
more than two sequences.In practice, the need to store an N-dimensional
affay (where N is the number of sequences)limits theseextensionsto threesequenceapplications.In addition, the time required to perform the comparison of three sequencesis proportional to Ns. Murata et al. (44) describeda
modification of the Needleman and Wunsch procedure for three sequences
which ran in time proportional to N3; unfortunately this approach required
an additional three-dimensionalarray thus further limiting its application to
short sequences.One of the earliest practical applicationsof dynamic programming to multiple alignment was the work of Sankoff et aL (5) who
aligned nine 55 RNA sequencesthat were linked by an evolutionary tree.
Their algorithm which also constructed the protosequencesat the interior
nodes of the tree was made computationally feasible by decomposingthe
nine-sequenceproblem into seven three-sequencealignments. The alignments were repeatedlyperformed working in from the periphery of the tree
until no further changeoccurredto the protosequences.

5,2 Tree or hierarchical methods using dynamic
programming
Practicalmethodsfor multiple sequencealignmentbasedon a tree have been
developed in several laboratories (38-49). The principle is that since the
alignment of two sequencescan be achievedvery easily,multiple alignments
should be built by the successiveapplicationof pairwisemethods.
The stepsare summarizedhere and illustrated in Figure5:
(a) Compareall sequencespairwise.For N sequencesthere are N x (N-I)12
pairs.
(b) Perform cluster analysison the pairwise data to generatea hierarchy for
alignment.This may be in the form of a binary tree, or a simple ordering.
(c) Build the multiple alignment by first aligning the most similar pair, and
so on. Once an alignment of two sequenceshas been made, then this is
fixed. Thus for a set of sequencesA, B, C, D having alignedA with C and
B with D the alignmentof A, B, C, D is obtained by comparingthe alignments of A and C with that of B and D using averagedscoresat each
alignedposition.
This family of methods gives good usable alignmentswith gaps,it can be
applied to large numbers of sequences,and with the exception of the initial
pairwisecomparisonstep is very fast.
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Figure5. The stagesin generatinga multiplesequencealignmentusing a hierarchical
method (seetext).

Although based on the successiveapplication of pairwise methods, multiple alignment will often yield better alignmentsthan any pair of sequences
taken in isolation. This effect was illustrated by Barton and Sternberg (46)
for the alignment of immunoglobulin and globin domains. Figure 6 shows
that for some alignment pairs there is a marked improvement in accuracy
over optimal pairwise alignment (e.g.variable versusconstantdomains).
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5.3 Extension of segmentmethods to multiple alignment
A naive extensionof the segmentcomparisonmethods describedin Section
3.1 to N sequenceswould require a number of comparisonsin the order of
the product of the sequencelengths.Clearly, as with dynamic programming
methods, such an approach is not practical. Bacon and Anderson (50)
reduced the magnitude of this problem by consideringthe alignment in one
specificorder. First sequenceone is comparedto sequencetwo and the top M
scoringpairs of segmentsare stored. The next sequenceis then comparedto
these top scoriqg segments,and the top scoring segmentsfrom he three
sequencesare kept. This processis continued and leads to a list of.M alignments of top scoring segmentsfrom N sequences.Bacon and Anderson
also extended the statistical models of Mclachlan (6) to N sequences,and
used this model as well as one based on random sequencesto assessthe
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significanceof the highest scoring segmentalignment found. They suggested
that these techniquesallow sequencesto be objectively grouped,-evenwhen
most of the pairwise interrelationshipsare weak, and cite eximples of applications to five ribonucleases,three FAD binding enzymes,and five -crolike
DNA binding proteins. The Bacon and Anderson (1986) algorithm shows
considerablepromise for the location of significantshort sequencesimilarities. However, the method does not provide an overall alignment of the
sequencesand does not explicitly considergaps.Johnson and Doolittle (51)
reduce the number of segmentcomparisonsthat must be performed by progressivelyevaluatingselectedsegmentsfrom eachreqnetrc"within a specifieO
'window'. Their
method generatesa complete alignment of the ,"qrr.n.",
with a consideratio:tof gaps.Unfortunately, time constraintslimit its application to four-way alignmentswhilst five-way alignmentsbecomeunreasbnably
expensivefor sequencelengthsabove50 residues.
A variation on segmentmethodsis employedby the alignmenttool Macaw
(52).Macaw applies the BLAST algorithm (see Section O.Z)to locate the
most significant ungapped similarities irrespective of length. This facility is
coupledwith a flexible alignmentdisplay tool under Microioft Windo*s. ih"
program works well for small numbers of sequences,but lacks the convenienceof the hierarchicaldynamicprogrammingmethods(seeSection5.2).

5.4 Representationand analysisof multiple alignments
How do we extract the maximum information from a multiple protein
sequencealignment?
When making a multiple sequencealignment a crude tree is normally
generated.The tree showsthe grossrelationshipsbetween the sequences.It
may show that sequencesA, D, and C are more similar to each oth"t than
they are to B and E. However, it does not show which individual residues
have changedin order to make A, D, and C different from B and E. These
residuesmay be the most important onesto investigateby site-directedmutagenesis.Livingstone and Barton (53) have describeda set-basedstrategy to
identify such differencesby comparing pairs of groups of aligned residles.
Their method automaticallyprovides a text summaryof the similaritiesand a
boxed and shadedor coloured alignment. An example of the graphical output of this analysisis illustrated in Figure 7 for the SH2 domain family.
Providing the alignment is accurate then the following may be inferred
about the secondarystructureof the protein family:
(a) The position of insertions and deletions suggestsregions where surface
loops exist in the protein.
(b) Conservedglycine or proline suggestsa B-turn.
(c) Residueswith hydrophobic properties conservedat i, i + Z, i + 4 separated by unconservedor hydrophilic residuessuggesta surface
B-strand.

2: Protein sequenceolignment and database scanning
(d) A short run of hydrophobic amino acids(four residues)suggestsa buried
B-strand.
Pairs of conservedhydrophobic amino acidsseparatedby pairs of unconserved,
or hydrophilic residuessuggestsan a-helix with one face packing in the protein core. Likewise, an i, i + 3, i + 4, i + 7 patternof conservedhydrophobic
residues.
Thesepatterns are not alwayseasyto seein a single sequence,but given a
multiple alignment,they often stand out and allow secondarystructure to be
assignedwith a degreeof confidence.For example,patternswere usedto aid
the accurate prediction of the secondarystructure and position of buried
residues for the annexins and SH2 domains prior to knowledge of their
tertiary structures(5a-56).

6. Databasescanning
The techniquesdescribedin the previous sectionsall assumethat we already
have two or more sequencesto align. However, if we have just determined a
new sequence,then our first task is to find out whether it sharessimilarities
with other proteins that have already been sequenced.To do this we must
compare our sequenceto the sequencedatabase(s)using some computer
algorithm. Any of the methods described in the previous sectionsmay be
used, but databasescanningpresentsspecial problems that have led to the
developmentof specialistalgorithms.In this sectionI will review the options
and goalsof thesemethods.

6.1 Basic principles of databasesearching
When scanninga databasewe take a query sequence,and use an algorithm to
comparethe query to each sequencein the database.Every pair comparison
yields a scorewhere larger scoresusually indicate a higher degreeof similarity. Thus, a scanof a databasecontaining 60000 sequenceswill typically provide 60000 scoresfor analysis.If a local alignment method is used,then the
total number of scoresmay be much larger since more than one 'hit' may
occur with each sequence.Figure 8 illustrates three score distributions from
such a scan.The dark shadedbars show scoreswith sequencesknown to be
structurally related to the query sequencewhereasthe light shadedbars show
scoreswith proteins that are thought not to be related to the query. A perfect
databasescanningmethod would completelyseparatethesetwo distributions
as shown in Figure 8c. Normally, there is some overlap between the genuinely related and unrelated sequencedistributions as shown in Figures 8c
and 8b. There are a number of methods for ranking and rescalingthe scores
to improve separationand remove artefactsdue to different sequencelengths
and compositions.In their most highly developed form, these methods provide an estimate of the probability of seeing a score by change given a
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databaseof the size used and the query length. However, regardlessof the
method of ranking, there are nearly alwayssomeproteins giving scoresin the
overlap region that in fact are structurally related to the quet. In practice,since
no method succeedsfor all protein queries,the aim is to minimue the overlap
and ensurethat potentially interesting similarities are scoredhigh enough
thai
they will be noticed by the user. Of course,what constitut", in ,inteiesting'
match is dependentupon the subjectivebiological context of the query.

6.2 Time considerations
In the early days of database scanning, the computer time required
to
executethe scanwas a major consideration.Today, the ready availability
of
cheap, high performance computers means thai computei resources
are
rarely a limiting factor. In the early 1980scomputerswith sufficient memory
and processorspeed to compare a query to a databaseusing dynamic programmingwere expensivesharedresources.Over the last ten yeais,the
speed
'of.
of typical institutional computers has increasedby a factor
70 while the
sequencedatabasehas only grown by a factor of nine. This disparity coupled
with the dramatic fall in the cost of computing meansthat it is currently feasible to perform protein databasescansin a few hours on a personalcomputer
usingdynamicprogrammingalgorithms (57).
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For occasionaluse, high scanningspeedis not essential.After all, if it has
taken months to obtain the sequencedata, what is a few hours to check for
similarities? However, much greater speed is helpful when providing a
national or regional databasescanningserviceand when carryingout analyses
that require very large numbers of sequencesto be compared.For example,
the comparison of a 25000 sequencedatabaseto itself would require 4.5
months using dynamic programming on a typical workstation (57). The algorithms discussedin Sections6.6 and 6.7 that make approximations,or implementationson specialisthardwaremay reducethis time by a factor of 10--100.

6.3 Which databaseshould I search?Local or network?
The answer to this question dependsa little on why you are performing the
search.If you have just determined a new sequencethen it is essentialthat
you searchthe most recent and up to date databasesavailableto test if your
new protein is unique. Having the most up to date databaseis lessimportant
if the aim is to gather a well-known family of proteins together for multiple
alignmentas an aid to modelling.
The nucleic acid and protein sequencedatabasesare collated by EMBL in
Europe, the NCBI in the USA, and the DDBJ in Japan. In addition, the
NBRF in the USA also provide a database of nucleic acid and protein
sequences.
The databasesare distributedin CD-ROM by EMBL, NCBI, and
NBRF organrzationsand if you require a local databaseto scan,this is the
preferred method of obtaining it. Some of the databasedistributions include
software for searching the databases(e.g. NBRF-ATLAS program). The
disks are normally updated every three months but sinceover 1000new protein sequencesare depositedper month, even the current disk is out of date
as soon as it arrives! To overcomethis problem, the databaseproviders also
maintain daily or weekly updatesto the databasessince the last CD release.
If searchingwith a newly-determined sequenceone should ideally scan a
databasethat includes all available sequencesup to today and if nothing is
found, periodically rescan the updated database.Maintaining the regular
updatesof the sequencedatabasesis usually beyond the scopeof an individual investigator, however major data centres do maintain such updated
databasesand software for searching them. Indeed, providing you have
e-mail accessto the Internet and are prepared to accept the scanningtools
provided by the databasecentre,then there is no compellingreasonfor maintaining the databaseslocally. However, while network accessto a database
may provide the most up to date version of the data,it does not necessarily
give the most effectivescanningmethod for your sequence.

6.4 Searchingwith dynamic programming
Dynamicprogrammingrequiresa matrix of pair scoresand a gappenaltyand
will return the best scorefor aligningthe two sequences
(seeSection3.2).
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Both local and global alignmentmethodsmay be appliedto databasescanning,
but local alignment methods are more useful since they do not make the
assumptionthat the query protein and databasesequenceare of similar length.
Although it is feasibleto use dynamic programmingto searchdatabaseson
a desktop computer (Section 6.2) the technique has not generally been
adopted for databasesearching.This is mainly becausefast implementations
of the Smith-Waterman and similar algorithms (33) have not been widely
availableuntil recently.
6,4.1 scanning with parallel computers Prosrch, Mpsrch, and

others
Collins et al. (15,58)are responsiblefor much of the early work on scanning
sequencedatabaseswith dynamic programming.They implementeda variant
of the Smith and Waterman (30) algorithm on the parallel AMT-DAP computer. This provided them with sufficient processingspeedto not only record
the top scoringlocal alignmentbetweenthe query and eachsequence,but also
to record alternative local alignments.As such,the DAP implementation of
local alignment with gapsis currently the only program to provide this service
on the Internet (sendthe text HELP to dapmair@biocomp.ed.ac.uk).
Collins et al. (15,59)also provide a method to estimatethe statisticalsignificance of their alignments.They fit a straight line to log(N) where N is the
number of alignmentswith a given scoreversusscoreto the lower 97"/"of the
top 16 384 alignments,then expressthe score for alignment as a probability
derived from the distancefrom this line. This scoringmethod was used since
there is currently no formal statisticalmethod of estimatingthe expectedscore
for a local alignment with gaps. The Collins er al. approachprovides a convenient way of correcting for changesin the score distribution for unrelated
alignments due to differences in composition and length of the query
sequencedatabase.
A developmentof Collins' work is a parallel Smith-Waterman implementation for the MasPar range of massivelyparallel computers(60). Scanscan
be made using this program using a serviceat EMBL Heidelberg (send the
text HELP to BLITZ€embl-heidelberg.de). Unfortunately,the BLITZ
service currently only returns a single top scoring alignment, but like the
DAP program it gives an estimate of the alignment significance.A further
Smith-Waterman implementation (BLAZE) has been developedby Intelligeneticsand is commerciallyavailablefor the MasPar.The GenQuestsystem
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, also supports databasesearching
with the Smith-Waterman algorithm using a specializedparallel computing
environment(sendthe text HELP to grail@ornl. gov for instructions).

6.5 Index methods
6.5.1 Simple index for identical matching
Indexinghas long been used for identifyingidenticalungappedregionsin
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sequences.For examplethe SCAN facility in the PSQ and ATLAS programs
distributed with the NBRF-PIR data bank allows the rapid identification of
short identical strings(61). This is achievedby pre-processingthe entire data
bank once to identify the locations of all unique tripeptides.These data are
stored in a direct accessfile together with pointers to the sequenceidentifier
codes. The query peptide is also divided into a series of tripeptides and
identification of the sequencein the data bank then becomesa simple matter
of looking up the starting positions of each peptide in the list held on file.
There is a tradeoff with indexing methodsbetweenthe time and spacetaken
to build and store the index and the number of queries expected.Search
times are usuallyvery fast and involve a few disk accesses,
the drawbackwith
simple indexesis that they are restrictedto exactmatchingwithout gaps.

6.5.2 Indexing with gaps-the FLASH algorithm
Recently, Rigoutsosand Califano of the IBM T. J. Watson ResearchCenter
have extended the idea of indexing to allow for gaps and mismatches(62).
The indexes,or look up tables are highly redundant and based on a probabilistic model. As a consequencethe index files are very large and the problem is less one of absolute CPU speed, and more a question of fast disk
access.For example, the index for SWISS-PROT release 25 requires 2.8
GBytes of disk space(I. Rigoutsospersonal communication).However, the
Rigoutsos and Califano FLASH algorithm permits very rapid scansto be
performed on protein databaseswith claimed sensitivity and accuracyclose
to dynamic programming. The algorithm has been implemented on a network of seven non-dedicatedRISC workstations which provides sufficient
speedto servicea searchingfacility via e-mail (send the text SEND HELP to
dflash@watson, ibm. com for information).As databasesgrow in sizewith
a large amount unchanging,and the cost of disk storagefalls, it seemslikely
that indexing techniques will become increasingly important methods of
searching.

6.6 Approximations: the FASTP and FASTA algorithm
The early personalcomputershad insufficient memory and were too slow to
carcyout a databasescan using dynamic programming.Accordingly, Wilbur
and Lipman (63) developeda fast procedure for DNA scansthat in concept
searchesfor the most significantdiagonalsin a dot plot. The initial step in the
algorithm is to identify all exact matches of length k (k-tuples) or greater
between the two sequences.Speedis achievedby employing a look up procedure.For example,for proteins, if.k :3 then there are 8000(20t) possible
k-tuples and eachelement of an array C of length 8000is set to representone
of these k-tuples. SequenceA is scannedonce and the location of each ktuple in A is recordedin the correspondingelement of C. SequenceB is then
scannedand by referenceto C the location of all k-tuple matchescommon to
A and B may be identified. If two k-tuples are present on the samediagonal
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then the difference between their starting position (offset) is also the same,
thus the diagonalswith the most significantnumber of matchesmay be identified. Sinceruns of identity are relatively rare even betweenrelated proteins,
Lipman and Pearson(64) first identified the five diagonalsof highest similarity
with k set to L, or 2. They then applied Dayhoff's scoring scheme(Section
2.4.I) to the amino acid pairs over theseregions.The region giving the highest score for the protein comparisonwas used to rank order the sequences
locatedin the data bank for further study by more rigorous procedures.Pearson and Lipman (65) have refined these ideas in the program FASTA.
FASTA savesthe ten highestregionsof identity which are then rescoredwith
the PAM250 matrix (see Section 2.4.I). If there are several initial regions
above a preset cut-off score then those that could form a longer alignment
are joined, allowing for gaps and a score initn is calculatedby subtractinga
penalty for each gap.initn is usedto rank the databasesequences
by similarity.
Finally, dynamic programmingis used over a narrow region of the high scoring diagonal to produce an alignment with score opt. These steps are illustrated in Figure 9.
FASTA only shows the top scoring region, it does not locate all high
scoringalignmentsbetweentwo sequences.As a consequenceFASTA may not
identify directly repeatsor multiple domainsthat are sharedbetween two proteins.The FASTA softwarecan be obtainedby anonymousftp from virginia.
edu and a number of sitesoffer searchingfacilitieswith FASTA (e.g.EMBL).

6,7 Approximations: BLAST basic local alignment search
tool
BLAST (18) is a heuristic method to find the highest scoring locally optimal
alignmentsbetween a query sequenceand a database.The important simpliflcation that BLAST makesis not to allow gaps,but the algorithm doesallow
multiple hits to the samesequence.The BLAST algorithm and family of programs rely on work on the statisticsof ungapped sequencealignments by
Karlin and Altschul (66). The statisticsallow the probability of obtaining an
ungappedalignment (MSP-maximal segmentpair) with a particular scoreto
be estimated.The BLAST algorithm permits nearly all MSPs above a cut-off
to be located efficiently in a database.
The algorithm operatesin three steps:
1. For a given word length w (usually three for proteins) and score matrix
(see Section2) a list of all words (w-mers) that can score > T when compared to w-mersfrom the query is created.
2. The databaseis searchedusing the list of w-mersto find the corresponding
w-mersin the database(hits).
3. Each hit is extended to determine if an MSP that includes the w-mer
scores> S, the preset threshold scorefor an MSP. Sincepair scorematrices
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Figure9. Summaryof the stepsin the FASTAsequencecomparisonprogram.

typically include negative values, extension of the initial w-mer hit may
increaseor decreasethe score. Accordingly, a parameter X defines how
great an extensionwill be tried in an attempt to raisethe scoreaboveS.
The stepsinvolved in the BLAST algorithm are illustrated in Figure 10.
A low value for T reduces the possibility of missing MSPs with the
required S score,however lower Z valuesalso increasethe size of the hit list
generatedin step 2 and hence the execution time and memory required. In
practice, the BLAST program used for protein searchessets compromise
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(1) Forthe queryfindthe listof highscoringwordsof lengthw.
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valuesof Z and X to balancethe processorrequirementsand sensitivity.
BLAST is unlikely to be as sensitive for all protein searchesas a full
dynamic programming algorithm. However, the underlying statisticsprovide
a direct estimate of the significanceof any match found. The program was
developedat the NCBI and benefitsfrom strong technical support and continuing refinement. For example, filters have recently been developed to
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exclude automaticallyregions of the query sequencethat have low compositional complexity, or short periodicity internal repeats.The presenceof such
sequencescan yield extremely large numbers of statistically significant but
biologically uninterestingMSPs.For example,searchingwith a sequencethat
contains a long section of hydrophobic residueswill find many proteins with
transmembranehelices.
BLAST runs on virtually all types of computer (the program may be
obtainedby anonymousftp from ncbi. nlm. nih. gov). Parallelprocessing
is also supported on multiprocessorcomputerssuch as the 4 or 8-processor
Silicon Graphics POWER series.Searchesusing BLAST may be conducted
by e-mailat NCBI (sendthe text HELP to blast0ncbi. nlm. nih. gov for
instructions).Recently,specialisthardwarehas been developedto implement
the BLAST algorithm at evenhigher speed.A network servicebasedon these
developmentsis available from the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill (sendthe text HELP on the subjectline to bioscanGcs . unc . edu).

6.8 Guidelines for databasescanning
Which is the best method for database scanning? Sadly, there is not a
straightforward answer to this question. Attempts have been made to make
comparisonsbut the processis complicatedby the difficulty of designingsuitable test casesand the number of adjustableparameters.The most effective
method of assessing
the successof a scanningtechniqueis to test its ability to
find all the members of a known protein family from the databaseof all
known sequences(67,68).The principle is simple.
o record the identifier codesof all proteins known to be in the family
o selecta member to scanwith (the query)
o perform the scanusing the method of choice
o count how many of the known membersare found with higher scoresthan
known non-members
A lessstrict criterion is to count the number of membersthat scoreas high
as the top 0.5% of the non-membersin the data bank (68).The bestscanning
method will give the most members before non-members,i.e. will have the
fewest false positives.of course,evaluation is not as simple as this appears.
First one must choosewell-characterizedprotein families with which to test.
Do we really know all the members?A high scoringnon-membermay in fact
be a previously undiscoveredfamily member. Further difficulties arise for
scanswhere there are many false negatives.If two methods both miss 30
known members, are they missing the same 30? Ideally, evaluation should
also explore alternative parameter combinations,but this greatly increases
the number of tests that need to be done and complicatesthe data analysis.
For example,if we considerscanningwith dynamic programming,then there
is a choice of pair-scorematrix and gap penalty, local or global alignment.
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The best gap penalty dependson the matrix in use. If both length-dependent
and independentpenaltiesare used,then the number of alternativecombinations increasesdramatically.The best combination of matrix and penalty may
not be appropriate for other algorithms.BLAST does not considergaps,so
the situation is a little easierand this feature was exploited by Henikoff and
Henikoff to evaluate different substitution matrices (16), however we still
have the choiceof other parametersspecialto the BLAST algorithm.
When given a newly-determined sequence,a search with BLAST or
FASTA will quickly tell you if a close homologue exists.Although a scan
with full dynamic programmingtakes longer on a local workstation, the turnround time from e-mail servers such as BLITZ are similar to BLAST
searchesat NCBI. Accordingly, it is worth scanningone of these servicesas
well. If no similar sequencesare found then alternativePAM matricesshould
be tried. Start with PAM120, then try PAM250, and in eachcasevary the gap
penalty around the minimum value of the matrix. For PAM250 this is eight,
valuesof sevento ten are worth trying. Care should alwaysbe taken to consider the likely significanceof an apparentmatch. The methodsfor predicting
the accuracyof alignmentare discussedin Section4.1..

7. Summary
In the early years of sequencesearching,only a few specializedcentreshad
accessto the necessarycomputing facilities and programming expertise to
perform the scans.In the early-mid 1980s,the availability of personal computers and softwarethat could perform useful analyseson them (e.g.FASTP)
meant that it was normally most efficient for searchesto be performed
locally. Today, the optimum choice is again swinging towards databases
maintained at a few centres,but now fast networks and windowing workstations allow the user to use softwarelocally and be unawarethat the searchis
being carried out on a computerin another country. Perhapsthe best example
of this to date is the Entrez software (69) availablefrom the U.S. NCBI (ask
the information from info0ncbi. nrm. nih. gov). Entrez provides a
windowing interface to a databasethat integratesthe nucleotide and protein
sequencedatabaseswith associatedreferences and abstracts.Entrez will
either use the databaseon CD-ROM or alternatively,with suitable network
connectioncan interrogate the master databaseat the NCBI in Washington.
While Entrez does not provide searchingfacilities for a new sequenceit
storespre-computedsimilarities between pairs of sequencesin the database.
Thus, one can quickly navigatebetween a protein name, the sequence,its close
homologues,the correspondingDNA sequence,and all relevant publications.
Network Entrez was heavily usedwhen compiling this chapter!
The advantagesof centralizeddatabasesfor the user are:
(a) That he need only have a comparativelylow powered computer and net-
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work connection.
(b) The databasecentres can keep the databaseup to date far more effectively than the individual investigator.
The centrescan provide accessto a range of softwareto interrogate the data,
either as a simple text search(e.g. find all entries with the word 'kinase') or
using sequencecomparisonalgorithms.They can update the software as new
algorithmsbecomeavailable.
The drawback with a centralized service is that one has to accept the
serviceproviders view of the best way to perform the search.However, with
more databasecentres giving public accessto search facilities every year
there is an increasingchoiceof algorithmsavailable.
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